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Foreword 

The Irish Astronomical Society was founded in 
1937. It caters for those of all ages and interests in 
astronomy and space.  

 

You don’t have to be an expert to be part of 
our Society. Many of our members are taking their 
first steps in the hobby and you are sure to receive 
friendly advice from some of the more experienced 
amateur astronomers among us. 

 

Activities include monthly meetings, receiving 
our quarterly magazine Orbit, observing groups, e-
mail alert notices of transient astronomical phe-
nomena such as aurora, and outings to places of 
astronomical interest.  

 
Members have joined expeditions to observe 

several total solar eclipses world wide. Also note, 
the printed Sky-High is a free benefit of IAS 
membership. 

The Society also has a well stocked library of 
books, journals and videos that members can bor-
row as well as access to a number of telescopes 
that can be loaned for a period.  

 

A number of IAS members have made their own 
telescopes, while others possess telescopes ranging 
in size to well above 50 cm aperture. Many are now 
experimenting with the latest technologies to hit 
the amateur community such as robotic tele-
scopes.  

 

If you are considering purchasing a telescope 
then we’ll point you in the right direction before 
you part with your hard-earned cash.  

 
The Dublin Sidewalk Astronomers (a group 

within the IAS) hold public star parties at regular 
intervals, usually by the seafront in Sandymount, 
Dublin (see IAS website for details). 

The Irish Astronomical Society  

We send greetings to all fellow astronomers and 
welcome you to this, the twenty-second edition of 
our annual almanac for Irish Observers, Sky-High. 
 
We are always glad to hear what you liked or what 
you would like to have included in Sky-High. And if 
you like to clarify your understanding of anything 
feel free to contact us at the Society e-mail ad-
dress irishastrosoc@gmail.com. Any updates or 
errata for Sky-High will be posted on the 
Sky-High 2014 web page (see page 27). 
 
Please acknowledge use of Sky-High if it has helped 
you. 
 
We thank the following contributors for their 
articles: Patricia Carroll, John Flannery and James 
O’Connor. The remaining material was written by 
the editors John O’Neill and Liam Smyth. The times 
of sunrise, variable star minima, etc. are from 
software by J. O’Neill. The charts were generated 
using Guide 9. LPV Maxima are from Elizabeth 
Waagen (AAVSO). 
 
Wishing you clear skies for 2014, 
John O’Neill and Liam Smyth 
 

Sky-High 2014 © IAS, 2013 
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 As with any hobby, astronomy seems to have its 
own set of terminology designed to confuse. How-
ever, with a little patience you'll soon pick up the 
jargon and be well on the way to knowing your way 
around the sky. 
 

The revolving heavens 
We all know the Heavens don't revolve, it is the 
other way round, the Earth rotates on its axis. But 
it looks otherwise and it is easier to describe things 
as we see them for our immediate purpose. The 
fact that the Earth turns on its axis about every 24 
hours causes the Sun to rise in the east and set in 
the west, and it is due south at noon. A similar 
situation applies to all the other heavenly bodies 
except that since they appear to move relative to 
the Sun they are not south every day at noon. 
 
The stars appear to drift west in such a way that 
any particular star is due south four minutes earlier 
each day or night. If you multiply four minutes by 
365 you get something close to 24 hours. So if a 
star is south at eight o'clock tonight, it will be 
south four minutes earlier tomorrow, and two 
hours earlier in a month. In six months it will be 
south at about eight in the morning. In a year it 
will again be south at eight in the evening. It fol-
lows that we see different constellations in differ-
ent seasons, but over a year, we see all that por-
tion of the heavens that can be seen from Ireland. 
 
Star maps 
You will need at least one star map. This could be 
a set of monthly charts such as are included in 
many books on astronomy. A Planisphere is very 
useful. They come in various sizes at equivalent 
cost. It allows you to show the constellations visi-
ble at any time of the night, any time in the year. 
 

You could get away with using the monthly charts 
published in newspapers but there are a couple of 
drawbacks. Each chart is correct for only one time 
on a given night, say 10 p.m. If you are observing 
two hours later you would need the following 
month's chart. These charts also show the planets 
visible for a particular month, so they can be con-
fusing unless you tippex them out. When learning 
the constellations check first from the monthly 
notes if there is a bright planet in the area. 
 
Once you can find the constellations you will enjoy 
learning more about them. 
  

A useful guide is the Collins Stars & Planets (now in 
its 4th edition) which has constellation charts as 
well as all-sky charts, along with sections on the 
stars and planets.  
 

For more detailed studies, especially with binocu-
lars or a small telescope you will need a more de-
tailed map showing all stars to at least sixth magni-
tude. A handy atlas is the Pocket Star Atlas pub-
lished by Sky Publishing (for about €15). This shows 
stars to magnitude 7.6 and the positions of many 
deep sky objects.   
 
An idea of size or scale 
If you have seen a picture of a total eclipse of the 
Sun you will have noticed that the black disk of the 
Moon just about covers the bright disk of The Sun. 
If you were to suspend a one Euro coin about two 
and a half metres in front of your eye, it would 
just about cover the Moon's disk. 
 
The Sun is nearly 1.4 million km in diameter, the 
Moon is 3476 km and the one Euro coin is just over 
two centimetres in size. Yet they appear nearly 
equal. This is because they all seem to take up the 
same amount of the space in front of our eyes. We 
may say they have the same angular diameter. In 
this case it is about half a degree (½°). 
 
Degrees are further divided into 60 arcminutes 
(60') with each arcminute made up of 60 arc-
seconds (60"). The scale allows us to measure an-
gles in the sky or apparent size of a celestial ob-
ject. For example, the Full Moon measures an aver-
age of half a degree, or 30 arcminutes, in diame-
ter. 
 
Your closed fist held at arms length is about ten 
degrees (10°). Your stretched out hand, i.e. from 
the tip of your thumb to the tip of your little fin-
ger, is about twenty degrees. Between four and 
five outstretched hands or twice as many closed 
fists will take you from the horizon to zenith. If 
you know the Plough you will find that its overall 
length is rather more than one outstretched hand - 
it is almost 25 degrees. 
 
Some familiarity with angular measure is necessary 
to find your way easily about the sky. 
 
Positioning in the sky 
Starting at any landmark and going right around 
the horizon is three hundred and sixty degrees. The 
azimuth of an object is a measure of its position 
relative to the horizon as measured from true 
north which starts at 0° with due east being 90° 
and so on. Going from a point on the horizon 
straight up to the point overhead - the zenith - is 
ninety degrees and a measure of altitude. 
 
Astronomers use a kind of celestial longitude and lati-
tude called right ascension and declination to accu-
rately plot the position of an object in the sky.  

Your Night Sky Primer 
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The basis for this system is the equator and the 
poles. 
 
Right ascension is expressed in hours (h), minutes 
(m) and seconds (s) running eastward from 0 to 24 
hours around the equator. The zero point of right 
ascension is taken as the vernal equinox - the 
point where the Sun crosses the celestial equator, 
moving from south to north, in its course around 
the sky. 
 
An object's declination is written in terms of how 
many degrees, minutes, and seconds north (+) or 
south (-) of the celestial equator it is. 
 

Planetary data 
The Earth is the third planet of the Solar System. 
Mercury and Venus are closer to the Sun while 
Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and Pluto 
are further out. The major planets are always to 
be found in the zodiac - a band centred on the 
ecliptic. The ecliptic is the sun’s path on the ce-
lestial sphere. Mercury and Venus seem to swing 
from one side of the Sun to the other but as 
viewed from Earth they never get further away 
than the positions known as greatest elongation. 
The other planets can be anywhere in the zodiacal 
band. 
 

The moment when Mercury or Venus are directly 
between the Earth and the Sun is known as infe-
rior conjunction. They are at superior conjunc-
tion when they pass on the far side of the Sun. 
Obviously, the other planets outside our orbit can 
only pass through superior conjunction. 
 
When outer planets are in opposition they are op-
posite the Sun to us and are on the celestial me-
ridian (the southern part – from Ireland) at mid-
night. 
 
The celestial meridian is an imaginary line that 
starts at the north point of the horizon, rises di-
rectly through the North Celestial Pole (NCP) to 
the zenith and then continues on down to the 
southern point of the horizon. The NCP is less than 
one degree from Polaris, the Pole Star. 
 
Venus and Mercury show phases like the Moon. 
Mars can look gibbous, i.e. not quite full. Jupiter 
can show very slightly less than full at quadrature 
in amateur telescopes. 
 
The outer planets exhibit a phenomenon known as 
retrograding. A consequence of their lying further 
from the Sun than us is that they orbit more 
slowly than the Earth. Therefore, at opposition, 
the Earth overtakes an outer planet causing its ap-
parent movement against the stars to come to a 

halt, move back to the right, halt, and then re-
sume direct motion once again. 
 
A note on time 
Times throughout Sky-High are given, unless noted 
otherwise, in Universal Time (UT). This is the 24-
hour system starting at mean midnight as measured 
at Greenwich. It is the same as Greenwich Mean 
Time GMT. UT is the same as Irish civil time, ex-
cept when Summer Time is in use. To translate UT 
into Summer Time just add one hour. 
 
Star magnitudes 
The magnitude of a star refers to its brightness, 
not to its size. The scale of magnitudes is a loga-
rithmic one. A difference of one magnitude is a 
difference of 2.512 times in brightness. A differ-
ence of five magnitudes is a difference of 100 
times in brightness. The lower the magnitude num-
ber, the greater the brightness. 
 
The stars in the Plough range from about magni-
tude 2 to magnitude 3½. The faintest stars you can 
see with the naked eye on a really dark, moonless 
night, away from city lights, are magnitude 6 or 
slightly fainter. Binoculars show stars about two 
magnitudes fainter, while the most powerful tele-
scopes in the world are able to show magnitudes 
about 20. Modern imaging techniques on such tele-
scopes can reach below 25. The apparent bright-
ness of a star depends on its true brightness and its 
distance. The term magnitude if not qualified, re-
fers to apparent brightness. 
 
The term absolute magnitude is the magnitude a 
star would show if it lay at a standard distance of 
10 parsecs (the parsec is defined below).  
 
Location 
The times for certain events, such as occultations, 
apply for Dublin. For other parts of the country, 
you may need to look a few minutes early. 
 
Distance 
The Astronomical Unit (AU) is a unit of distance of 
just under 150,000,000 km (the mean distance of 
the Earth from the Sun). It is convenient for solar 
system measurements. 
 
For stellar measurement, the light-year is used. It 
is the distance light travels in a vacuum in one 
year. It is about 63,000 AU.  
 
A parsec is the distance a star must lie at to ex-
hibit a parallax of one arc-second; it is equivalent 
to about 3.26 light years. Or another way of put-
ting it, is that the parsec is the distance at which 
the radius of the Earth's orbit (1 AU) would subtend 
an angle of one second of arc.  
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January 

1          Pluto at solar conjunction. 

1          Mars at aphelion, 1.67 AU. 

3/4      Quadrantid meteors at maximum (18 hrs 
on the 3rd). Moon favourable. 

4          Earth at perihelion, 0.98 AU. 

5          Jupiter at opposition in Gemini, mag -2.6. 

9          3 Juno (mag 10.1) passes about ½° N of 
Neptune (mag 7.9). 

11        Venus at inferior conjunction. 

16        Farthest full moon of the year (406,500 
km). 

22/23   Last quarter moon lies less than 2° W of 
Spica (mag 1.1) this morning before dawn. 

28        18 Melpomene at opposition in Cancer, 
mag 9.3. 

31        Mercury at greatest elongation, 18° E in 
the evening sky. 

February 

4          Favourable lunar libration (8°) on E limb. 

11        Lambda Geminorum (mag 3.6) occulted by 
the waxing gibbous moon; disappearance 
at 19:55 UT. 

15        Mercury at inferior conjunction. 

15        Mars summer solstice (northern). 

22        2 Pallas at opposition in Hydra, mag 7.0. 
It is then conveniently located about ½° 
north of 4th mag star Upsilon1 Hydrae. 

23        Neptune at solar conjunction. 

25/26   Waning crescent moon lies 1° SE of Venus 
(mag -4.8) low in the dawn sky. 

March 

4          Lunar (north edge: waxing crescent moon) 
grazing occultation of Hip 8588 in Aries 
(mag 5.9) at about 20:17 UT. The 
southern limit passes from Ballyduff, Co 
Kerry to Carnsore Point, Co Wexford. 

9          Jupiter farthest north in its 12 year cycle 
(Dec 23° 17' N). 

9          Shadow transit of Io starts at 20:25 UT, 

when the shadow of Ganymede is already 
on the disc. 

12        Comet 290P/Jager at perihelion, 2.16 AU. 

14         Mercury at greatest elongation, 28° W. 

16         Shadow transit of Io starts at 22:21 UT, 
when the shadow of Ganymede is already 
on the disc. 

18         Mars (mag –1.0) lies 4° N of the moon late 
tonight, with Spica (mag 1.1) less than 2° 
W of the Moon. 

20         Vernal (or Spring) Equinox at 16:57 UT. 

20/21   Waning gibbous Moon lies 1° S of Saturn 
(mag 0.3) this morning. 

21         136472 Makemake at opposition in Coma 
Berenices mag 16.9. It is now 52.4 AU 
from the Sun. Apart from Pluto, this is 
the brightest Trans-Neptunian Object. 

22         Venus at greatest elongation, 47° W in 
the morning sky. 

26/27   The waning crescent moon lies 2½° above 
Venus (mag –4.5) very low in the dawn sky. 

30         Irish Summer Time starts at 1 hr civil time 
(01.00 UT), clocks go forward one hour. 

April 

2          Uranus at solar conjunction. 

8          Mars at opposition in Virgo, mag -1.5. 

13         4 Vesta at opposition in Virgo, mag 5.8. 

15         Total Lunar Eclipse. The umbral phase is 
not visible from Ireland. See page 12 for 
details. 

15         1 Ceres at opposition in Virgo, mag 7.0. 

16         Saturn’s moon Iapetus at western 
elongation (brightest). 

20         Easter Sunday. 

22/23   Lyrid meteors at maximum (17 hrs on the 
22nd). Some moon interference. 

26         Mercury at superior conjunction. 

29         Annular Solar Eclipse. Nothing visible 
from Ireland. See page 12 for details. 

 

Sky Diary 2014 
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12         Mercury at greatest elongation, 21° E. 

12        Mars (mag +0.2) passes 1.5° N of Spica 
(mag 1.1), but they are very low in the 
dusk. 

24         Jupiter at solar conjunction. 

28         Moon at furthest apogee of the year, 
406,600 km. 

28/29   Delta Aquarid (south component) meteors 
at maximum. Moon favourable. 

August 

6/7       Delta Aquarid (north component) meteors 
at maximum. Some moon interference. 

8          Mercury at superior conjunction. 

8          16 Psyche at opposition in Capricornus, 
mag 9.3. 

10         Nearest full moon of the year (356,900 
km), also nearest perigee of the year. 

12/13   Perseid meteors at maximum (0 hrs on 
13th). Moon unfavourable. 

18/19   Jupiter (mag –1.8) lies 1° W of Venus 
(mag –3.8) low in the bright dawn. Look 
30 minutes before sunrise. 

25         Mars lies 5° S of Saturn (both objects mag 
+0.6). 

27         Comet PanSTARRS (2012 K1) at perihelion, 
1.05 AU. 

29         Neptune at opposition in Aquarius, mag 7.8. 

September 

3          12 Victoria at opposition in Pegasus, mag 
9.0. It then lies 1.0° SE of Zeta Pegasi. 

5          40 Harmonia at opposition in Aquarius, 
mag 9.4. It then lies 1.2° NW of Delta 
Aquarii. 

9/10     Piscid meteors at maximum. Moon 
unfavourable. 

11         Omicron Piscium (mag 4.3) occulted by 
the waning gibbous moon; reappearance 
at 21:47 UT. 

17/18   Lambda Geminorum (mag 3.6) occulted by 
the waning crescent moon; reappearance 
at 04:23 UT. 

21         Mercury at greatest elongation, 26° E. 

23         Autumnal Equinox at 02:29 UT. 

May 

4          Favourable lunar libration (7°) on N limb. 

5/6      Eta Aquarid meteors at maximum. Moon 
favourable. 

6          Comet 209P/LINEAR at perihelion, 0.97 AU. 

10        Saturn at opposition in Libra, mag +0.3. 

12        Comet 290P/Jager at perihelion, 2.16 AU. 

22        Jupiter (mag –1.9) passes ½° N of Delta 
Geminorum (mag 3.5). 

23/24   Possible meteor shower from Comet 
209P/LINEAR. 

25        Mercury at greatest elongation, 23° E in 
the evening sky. 

29        Comet 209P/LINEAR nearest the Earth, 
0.055 AU. 

June 

7/8      The waxing gibbous moon passes about 
2.5° S of Mars (mag -0.4) about midnight. 

8/9      The waxing gibbous moon lies less than 1° 
N of Spica (mag 1.1) about midnight. 

14/15   Rho1 Sagittarii (mag 4.3) occulted by the 
waning gibbous moon; reappearance at 
01:07 UT. 

16        Comet PanSTARRS 2012K1 passes 4' NW  of 
the 4.5 mag star 21 Leo Minoris. 

17        Earliest sunrise of the year (at Dublin), 
03:56 UT. 

19        Mercury at inferior conjunction. 

21        Summer Solstice at 10:51 UT. 

24        Latest sunset of the year, 20:57 UT. 

July 

3          Saturn’s moon Iapetus at western 
elongation (brightest). 

4          Earth at aphelion, 1.02 AU. 

4          Pluto at opposition in Sagittarius, mag 
14.3. It is now 32.7 AU from the Sun. 

6          1 Ceres (mag 8.5) lies only 10' N of 4 
Vesta (mag 7.1). 

7          The waxing gibbous moon passes less than 
½° N from Alpha Librae (mag 2.7) late 
tonight. Saturn lies 2.5° to the NE. 

Sky Diary 2014 (cont.) 
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October 

7          Uranus at opposition in Pisces, mag 5.7. 

8          Total Lunar Eclipse. Nothing visible from 
Ireland. See page 12 for details. 

16        Mercury at inferior conjunction. 

16        136199 Eris at opposition in Cetus, mag 
18.7. It now lies 96.4 AU from the sun. Its 
size (diameter 2,400 km) is thought to be 
slightly larger than Pluto. 

21        Orionid meteors at maximum. Moon 
favourable. 

23        Partial Solar Eclipse. Not visible from 
Ireland. See page 12 for details. 

25        Venus at superior conjunction. 

25        Comet Siding Spring (2013 A1) at 
perihelion, 1.40 AU. The comet passes 
just 0.0009 AU (135,000 km) from Mars, 
six days before. 

26        Irish Summer Time ends at 2 hr civil time 
(01.00 UT), clocks go back one hour. 

26        8 Flora (mag 10.7) lies ½° S of Jupiter 
(mag -2.0). 

30        Beta Capricorni (mag 3.1) occulted by the 
first quarter moon (low in the SW); 
disappearance at 22:00 UT. 

November 

1          Mercury at greatest elongation, 19° W in 
the morning sky. 

5          Taurid (south component) meteors at 
maximum.  Moon unfavourable. 

8          Jupiter's tilt towards Earth is zero. 

8          The full moon passes less than ½° N of 
Aldebaran (mag 1.0) during in the early 
evening. 

11/12   68 Geminorum (mag 5.1) occulted by the 
waning gibbous moon; reappearance at 
04:55 UT. 

12        Taurid (north component) meteors at 
maximum.  Moon unfavourable. 

17/18   Leonid meteors at maximum (1 hrs on 
18th). Moon favourable. 

18        Saturn at solar conjunction. 
19        6 Hebe at opposition in Eridanus, mag 

8.1. 

December 

3          23 Thalia at opposition in Taurus, mag 
9.2. 

5/6       The full moon passes less than 1° N of 
Aldebaran (mag 1.0) before dawn. 

8          Mercury at superior conjunction. 

8/9       Lambda Geminorum (mag 3.6) occulted by 
the waning gibbous moon; reappearance 
at 06.58 UT. 

11         Mars at perihelion, 1.38 AU. 

13         Earliest sunset of the year (at Dublin), 
16:06 UT. 

13/14   Geminid meteors at maximum (7 hrs on 
the 14th). A small amount of moon 
interference. 

15/16   Shadow transit of Io starts at 06:11 UT, 
when the shadow of Europa is already on 
the disc. 

21         Winter Solstice at 23:03 UT. 

22         Comet 15P/Findlay at perihelion, 0.98 AU. 

22/23   Ursid meteors at maximum. Moon 
favourable. 

30         Latest sunrise of the year (at Dublin), 
08:40 UT. 

Sky Diary 2014 (cont.) 

Graphic showing the simultaneous shadow transits of 
Europa and Io across Jupiter at 06.30 hrs on the 16th 
December. South is up. 
 
(from Guide 9) 
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Sunrise and Sunset for 2014 

Date   Sunrise Sunset     Begin End 

Nautical Twilight 

Date   Sunrise   Sunset   Begin   End 

  Nautical Twilight 

The times (UT) in this table are for Dublin. On the west coast add about 12 minutes. North of Dublin, the days are a little longer in 
summer and shorter in winter and vice versa. The sky is dark enough for most astronomical observing at the end of nautical twilight 
(when the Sun is 12° below horizon). The end of civil twilight (when the Sun is 6° below horizon) occurs about midway between sunset 
and the end of nautical twilight. 

Phases  
of  

the  
Moon  
for  

2014 

        NEW       FIRST QUARTER         FULL        LAST QUARTER 
 
         d  h  m         d  h  m         d  h  m         d  h  m 
 
    Jan  1 11 14    Jan  8  3 39    Jan 16  4 52    Jan 24  5 20 
    Jan 30 21 38    Feb  6 19 22    Feb 14 23 53    Feb 22 17 15 
    Mar  1  8 00    Mar  8 13 27    Mar 16 17 08    Mar 24  1 46 
    Mar 30 18 45    Apr  7  8 31    Apr 15  7 42    Apr 22  7 52 
    Apr 29  6 14    May  7  3 15    May 14 19 16    May 21 12 59 
    May 28 18 40    Jun  5 20 39    Jun 13  4 11    Jun 19 18 39 
    Jun 27  8 08    Jul  5 11 59    Jul 12 11 25    Jul 19  2 08 
    Jul 26 22 42    Aug  4  0 50    Aug 10 18 09    Aug 17 12 26 
    Aug 25 14 13    Sep  2 11 11    Sep  9  1 38    Sep 16  2 05 
    Sep 24  6 14    Oct  1 19 32    Oct  8 10 51    Oct 15 19 12 
    Oct 23 21 57    Oct 31  2 48    Nov  6 22 23    Nov 14 15 15 
    Nov 22 12 32    Nov 29 10 06    Dec  6 12 27    Dec 14 12 51 
         Dec 22  1 36    Dec 28 18 31 

Jan  1    8:40     16:17     7:13     17:45    
Jan  5    8:39     16:22     7:12     17:49    
Jan  9    8:37     16:27     7:11     17:54    
Jan 13    8:34     16:33     7:09     17:59    
Jan 17    8:30     16:40     7:06     18:04    
Jan 21    8:26     16:47     7:03     18:10    
Jan 25    8:20     16:55     6:59     18:16    
Jan 29    8:14     17:02     6:54     18:23    
Feb  2    8:08     17:10     6:48     18:30    
Feb  6    8:01     17:18     6:42     18:37    
Feb 10    7:54     17:26     6:35     18:44    
Feb 14    7:46     17:34     6:28     18:51    
Feb 18    7:37     17:42     6:21     18:58    
Feb 22    7:29     17:50     6:13     19:05    
Feb 26    7:20     17:57     6:04     19:13    
Mar  2    7:11     18:05     5:56     19:20    
Mar  6    7:01     18:12     5:47     19:28    
Mar 10    6:52     18:19     5:37     19:35    
Mar 14    6:42     18:27     5:27     19:43    
Mar 18    6:32     18:34     5:17     19:50    
Mar 22    6:23     18:42     5:07     19:58    
Mar 26    6:13     18:49     4:57     20:06    
Mar 30    6:04     18:56     4:46     20:14    
Apr  3    5:54     19:04     4:35     20:23    
Apr  7    5:45     19:11     4:24     20:31    
Apr 11    5:35     19:18     4:13     20:40    
Apr 15    5:26     19:26     4:02     20:49    
Apr 19    5:17     19:33     3:51     20:59    
Apr 23    5:08     19:40     3:40     21:09    
Apr 27    4:59     19:47     3:29     21:19    
May  1    4:51     19:54     3:18     21:29    
May  5    4:43     20:01     3:06     21:39    
May  9    4:36     20:08     2:55     21:50    
May 13    4:29     20:15     2:44     22:01    
May 17    4:22     20:21     2:33     22:12    
May 21    4:16     20:27     2:22     22:23    
May 25    4:11     20:33     2:12     22:34    
May 29    4:07     20:39     2:03     22:44    
Jun  2    4:03     20:44     1:54     22:54    
Jun  6    4:00     20:48     1:45     23:04    
Jun 10    3:58     20:51     1:39     23:12    
Jun 14    3:57     20:54     1:34     23:18    
Jun 18    3:56     20:56     1:31     23:22    
Jun 22    3:57     20:57     1:31     23:24    
Jun 26    3:58     20:57     1:33     23:22    
Jun 30    4:01     20:56     1:39     23:18    

Jul  4    4:04     20:55     1:46     23:12    
Jul  8    4:07     20:52     1:54     23:04    
Jul 12    4:12     20:48     2:04     22:55    
Jul 16    4:17     20:44     2:14     22:46    
Jul 20    4:22     20:39     2:25     22:35    
Jul 24    4:28     20:33     2:36     22:25    
Jul 28    4:34     20:27     2:46     22:14    
Aug  1    4:41     20:20     2:57     22:03    
Aug  5    4:48     20:13     3:08     21:52    
Aug  9    4:54     20:05     3:18     21:41    
Aug 13    5:01     19:57     3:28     21:30    
Aug 17    5:09     19:49     3:39     21:18    
Aug 21    5:15     19:40     3:48     21:07    
Aug 25    5:22     19:31     3:57     20:56    
Aug 29    5:29     19:22     4:06     20:44    
Sep  2    5:36     19:13     4:14     20:33    
Sep  6    5:43     19:03     4:22     20:22    
Sep 10    5:50     18:53     4:31     20:11    
Sep 14    5:57     18:43     4:39     20:01    
Sep 18    6:03     18:33     4:47     19:50    
Sep 22    6:10     18:24     4:54     19:40    
Sep 26    6:17     18:14     5:02     19:30    
Sep 30    6:24     18:04     5:09     19:20    
Oct  4    6:31     17:55     5:17     19:10    
Oct  8    6:39     17:46     5:24     19:00    
Oct 12    6:46     17:36     5:31     18:51    
Oct 16    6:53     17:27     5:38     18:42    
Oct 20    7:01     17:18     5:45     18:34    
Oct 24    7:08     17:09     5:52     18:26    
Oct 28    7:16     17:01     5:59     18:18    
Nov  1    7:24     16:53     6:05     18:11    
Nov  5    7:31     16:45     6:12     18:04    
Nov  9    7:39     16:38     6:18     17:58    
Nov 13    7:46     16:32     6:25     17:53    
Nov 17    7:54     16:26     6:31     17:48    
Nov 21    8:01     16:20     6:37     17:44    
Nov 25    8:07     16:16     6:43     17:40    
Nov 29    8:14     16:12     6:49     17:38    
Dec  3    8:20     16:09     6:54     17:36    
Dec  7    8:25     16:07     6:58     17:35    
Dec 11    8:30     16:06     7:02     17:34    
Dec 15    8:34     16:06     7:06     17:35    
Dec 19    8:37     16:07     7:09     17:36    
Dec 23    8:39     16:09     7:11     17:38    
Dec 27    8:40     16:12     7:12     17:40    
Dec 31    8:40     16:16     7:13     17:44    
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Mercury, the elusive innermost planet, can be 
seen (given a clear horizon) without too much 
difficulty if you look on the right date and time. 

 
The planet has two good evening apparitions this 
year, but neither fall close to the optimum date 
near the spring equinox. The graph, below, shows 
Mercury’s position in the sky relative to the hori-
zon at the end of civil twilight (when the Sun is 
6° below the horizon) for the first apparition in 
late January. This occurs at about 40 minutes af-
ter sunset at this time of year. 
 
In late May, the planet again appears as an eve-
ning star. Best visibility occurs (well before great-
est elongation) in mid-May when the magnitude 
of the planet will be –0.4. Look very low in the 
NW 45 minutes after sunset. Binoculars will help. 
 
In mid-July there is a rather poor showing in the 
morning sky. Even at best, on the 21st July, the 
magnitude –0.7 planet is not quite 5° high at the 
start of civil twilight. So use binoculars. This is 
1½ hours before sunrise. 
 
The best morning apparition of the year occurs 
from near the end of October to mid-November. 
Best visibility occurs around the 3rd November 
when the planet’s magnitude will be –0.7. Look 
10° up in the ESE about 40 minutes before sun-
rise. 
 
Venus again is not well displayed this year. As 
the year opens, the planet is still on view after 
sunset, but rapidly disappears. Solar conjunction 
occurs on January 11th. 
 

After conjunction, the planet gradually appears in 
the morning sky. Even at greatest elongation on 
22nd March, the planet is only 7° high at the start 
of civil twilight. The planet is then 25” in appar-
ent diameter and magnitude –4.5.  
 
Mars, despite being south of the equator, is a 
prominent object this year. As the year starts, the 
mag +0.9 planet is well displayed before dawn. It 
is still only 6.9” in diameter. 
 
Around opposition (on April 8th) the red planet is a 
striking object of mag –1.5, and attains 15” in di-
ameter. When the seeing is good, some detail may 
be made out on the disc. The north polar cap is 
tilted towards the Earth. See graphic on page 10. 
 
Mars quickly recedes. By late August, the 
diameter has fallen below 7” and the brightness 
has faded to +0.6.  
 
Jupiter comes to opposition on January 5th. It is 
then excellently placed. The planet will be a –2.6 
magnitude object high among the stars of central 
Gemini.  The apparent equatorial diameter is then 
a generous 47”. The high northern declination af-
fords long nights of visibility. Solar conjunction 
occurs on July 24th. 
 
Towards the end of the year, the planet is again 
very well on view. It is then in western Leo with 
diameter 43”, as it approaches opposition in 
February 2015.  
 
A good quality small telescope should show the 
dusky belts, the Great Red Spot (GRS) and  

The Planets in 2014 
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Jupiter’s four large (known as the Galilean) 
moons. The intensity of the dark belts varies over 
months or years and there have been occasions 
when an entire belt has faded away, as happened 
to the South Equatorial Belt in 2010. In 2013 both 
the North and South Equatorial Belts were 
visible. Particularly favourable transits of the GRS 
are tabulated below-right. In recent years the 
spot has been a pale salmon colour.  
 
The moons Io, Europa, Ganymede and Callisto 
(traditionally numbered I to IV) periodically pass 
in front of and behind Jupiter, but their shadows 
on the disc of Jupiter are actually easier to see. 
Also the moons fade as they pass into the shadow 
of the planet. 
 
On nights of good seeing, a small to moderate 
telescope may show considerable detail on the 
disc of Jupiter. 
 
Saturn continues to move south at each opposi-
tion, which this year occurs on 10th May in 
Libra. The planet lies at 15° S declination, allow-
ing only a few brief hours at rather low altitude 
to view the planet. At opposition the magnitude 
is +0.1. The apparent (equatorial) diameter of the 
disc is then 18.7”. As Saturn is noticeably flat-
tened, the polar diameter is 2” less. 
 
The rings are now very well on view, with an 
edgewise tilt of +22° at opposition. Most promi-
nent is the ‘B’ ring. Separating this from the 
outer ‘A’ ring is Cassini’s division. The inner faint 
‘C’ ring is difficult to see this year, as the shadow 
of the rings on the globe of Saturn coincides with 
it. 
 
Saturn’s largest satellite Titan (mag 8.4) is 
readily seen in a small telescope. Some of the 
other main satellites may be seen in a moderate 
to large telescope: Rhea (9.8), Tethys (10.3), Ia-
petus (10.5), Dione (10.5), Enceladus (11.8) and 
Mimas (13.0). The opposition magnitudes are 
quoted. Both Enceladus and Mimas are faint and 
elusive, even more difficult as they are close in 
under the glare of Saturn and its rings.  
 
Iapetus is unusual in that it fades to 12th magni-
tude around eastern elongation. See the Diary for 
dates of visible western (brighter) elongations 
when the moon reaches 10th magnitude. 
 
Uranus comes to opposition on 7th October (at 
magnitude 5.7) in Pisces. The planet is then 3.7° 
SW of the Epsilon Piscium. Under very dark, 
clear, steady skies might some reader glimpse it 
with the naked-eye? 

Jupiter’s Great Red Spot 
 Transit times 

On nights of good seeing, a small telescope will 
give a view of its small disc, only 3.7” in 
diameter.  See chart on the next page for the 
path of the planet. 
 
Neptune comes to opposition on 29th August at 
magnitude 7.8. It lies in Aquarius at declination 
10° south. It then lies about ¾° NE of the 4.8 
magnitude star σ Aquarii.  
 
The tiny disc is 2.4” in diameter. So for most 
purposes, it looks just like a star. See chart on 
the next page for the path of the planet. 
 
Pluto appears as a faint stellar object of magni-
tude 14.3 in Sagittarius when it comes to opposi-
tion on 4th July. It now lies 20° south of the equa-
tor, in the dense star fields of Sagittarius. 
At opposition it is 5’ W of the 7.6 magnitude star  
HIP 92505. Pluto will be a difficult object to find 
amid the myriad of faint Milky Way stars. 

Shown here are some convenient GRS transit times, when 
Jupiter is high in a dark sky. 
 
The Spot is assumed to lie at longitude 203° (Jovian System II), 
as it was in late 2013. The GRS may drift in longitude as the 
year goes on. Any update to its position will be posted on the 
Sky-High web page (see page 27 for the address). 

      Date         Time  
 
 7 Jan 2014     23:10   
12 Jan 2014     22:17       
17 Jan 2014     21:24      
24 Jan 2014     22:09    
29 Jan 2014     21:17     
25 Jan 2013     20:09    
31 Jan 2013     22:55 
   
 3 Feb 2014     20:25       
10 Feb 2014     21:11 
22 Feb 2014     21:05 
 
 6 Mar 2014     21:01 
18 Mar 2014     20:58 
 
19 Nov 2014      5:24     

Mars on view 
 

A graphic showing Mars 
at 0 hrs on 13th April. 
The central meridian is 
then 36°. The same side 
of the planet will be 
shown 20 min earlier 
each day. 
 

(from Guide 9) 
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Charts generated using Guide 9 

Neptune  

Uranus  
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Comets in 2014 

Eclipses in 2014 

Lovejoy (C/2013 R1) 
 
During the last quarter of 2013, this comet put on 
a fine display reaching 5th magnitude. It passed 
perihelion on 22nd December 2013. 
 
Lovejoy should still be an easy binocular object 
of 6th magnitude as the year opens. However, it 
will fade fast, probably fading to 9th mag at the 
end of January. During that month it tracks SE 
from Hercules into Ophiuchus. At about 0h on the 
27th January it passes ¼° W of the 4th mag star 72 
Ophiuchi. 
 
PanSTARRS (C/2012 K1)  
 
This comet is yet another discovery by the Pan-
STARRS programme. C/2012 K1 was discovered in 
2012 at Mount Haleakala, Maui, Hawaii.  
 
By late March, the comet may be a 10th magni-
tude object in Corona Borealis. It then tracks NE 
through Boötes and Canes Venatici. It should 
reach 8th magnitude at the end of May and disap-
pear a month later into solar conjunction. See 
chart on next page for its path at this time. 
 

Total Lunar Eclipse 15th April  
 
A total lunar eclipse is visible across North and 
South America. The total phase lasts from 07.07 
to 08.25 UT.  
 
Unfortunately only the penumbral phase is visible 
from Ireland at about sunset. During the penum-
bral phase only part of the Sun is blocked (by the 
Earth) for an observer on the moon. 
 
Annular Solar Eclipse 29th April  
 
An annular eclipse of the sun occurs over a very 
small portion of Antarctica. The maximum magni-
tude is 98%. Greatest eclipse occurs at 06.03 UT.  
 
The partial phase is visible over Eastern Australia.  
 

Total Lunar Eclipse 8th October 
 
A total eclipse of the moon is visible across the 
Pacific and adjoining countries. The total phase 
last from 10.25 to 11.24 UT, with mid-totality at 
10.55 UT. From the east coast of the US, the 
moon sets during the total phase. 
 
Uranus lies just ¼° south from the limb of the 
eclipsed moon. 
 
Partial Solar Eclipse 23rd October 
 
A large partial eclipse of the Sun is visible across 
North America, apart from the extreme north-
east. Maximum eclipse occurs in the Canadian 
Arctic at 21.44 UT, the magnitude is then 81%. 

Another poor year for eclipses as seen from Ireland. None of these events are visible from Ireland, ex-
cept for the penumbral phase of the lunar eclipse in April.  

Perihelion takes place on the 27th August. In late 
September the comet reappears low in the 
morning sky, but is only visible for about three 
weeks, before being lost from view as it travels 
south. It may then be a nice 6th magnitude 
binocular object.  
 
209P/LINEAR 
 
This comet passes very near (at 0.055 AU) the 
Earth on May 29th. It is a small intrinsically faint 
comet, reaching only about 11th magnitude. 
 
It is possible that there may be a meteor shower 
(associated with previous returns of the comet) 
before dawn on the morning of May 24th. See 
page 14 for more details.  
 
15P/Finlay 
 
This periodic comet (period 6.51 years)  comes to 
perihelion on 27th December. About this time, it 
may be a 9th magnitude object in the evening sky 
as it moves north-eastwards in Capricornus. 
 
This comet was discovered by W.H. Findlay at the 
Cape Observatory, South Africa in 1886. 
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Meteor Showers in 2014 
 by John Flannery 

January — The Quadrantids peak this year around 
20h on Jan 3rd. The Moon is just 2 days after new so 
conditions are ideal to observe this interesting 
shower. There may be a broader peak than normal 
in 2014 so we encourage you to watch for unusual 
activity. 
 
February — Activity during the month is dominated 
by a handful of minor showers with low rates from 
the Leo-Virginid complex. The odd bright fireball 
may be seen. 
 
March — Again, March is characterised by low rates 
of meteors with only the Virginid complex of 
radiants producing some activity throughout the 
month. The IMO web site http://www.imo.net 
profiles many of the less well studied showers during 
the first quarter of the year.  
 
April — The Last Quarter Moon on the 22nd does not 
rise until after 02h the following morning so 
conditions are quite good for observing the Lyrids 
before this time. The shower displays moderate 
activity with a ZHR of about 20.   
 
May — The eta Aquarids reach a peak on the 
morning of the 6th at 07h but the radiant is still low 
as twilight begins. Meteor scientists are anticipating 
a strong outburst on May 24th from dust trails laid 
down by comet 209P/LINEAR during perihelion 
passages around 1900. Rates up to 400 meteors per 
hour may be seen for a short time around 07h, 
which favours North America. However, several dust 
trails could be involved which means there may be 
multiple peaks before and after the predicted 
maximum. Keep an eye on the IMO web site during 
2014 for updated information.     
 
June — The persistent twilight at this time of year 
at our latitude means very little useful meteor 
observing can be done.  
  
July — The southern component of the delta 
Aquarid stream is active during the early hours of 
the 28th while the alpha Capricornids reach 
maximum two days later (ZHR of 5). The latter 
shower is noted for long slow yellowish fireballs.  

August — The Perseids reach maximum at 19h on 
the 12th but succumb to a Moon just two days after 
Full this year. That means only the brighter shower 
members will be seen.  
 
September — High rates have been noted on 
occasion from the Aurigids which peak on the 1st at 
08h. Moonset is before 23h so the skies will be dark 
as the radiant rises higher during the hours after 
midnight.  
 
October — The Draconids (maximum on the 9th at 
00h) have to contend with a Full Moon this year. 
Although some enhanced activity has been 
predicted it will be nothing comparable to the high 
rates noted in 2012. The Orionids on the 21st at 17h 
are a better prospect. The Moon is two days before 
New and will not rise until after 04h, giving a good 
dark sky period for the display.  
 
November — The Full Moon on the 6th falls close to 
the peaks of the southern Taurids (on the 5th) and 
northern Taurids (on the 12th). Both showers will 
be a difficult prospect for observers as a result but 
do watch for the occasional bright fireball. The 
Leonid maximum on the 17th at 22h occurs 3 days 
after Last Quarter Moon so conditions are quite good 
for observers this year. However, rates are low with 
no enhanced activity predicted for 2014.  
 
December — The Last Quarter Moon does not rise 
until after local midnight during the Geminids 
maximum (on the 14th at 07h) so conditions are 
ideal the early part of the evening to enjoy probably 
the richest meteor shower of the year. Modelling of 
the dust trails from the Ursids parent comet 8P/
Tuttle hints at slightly higher activity than normal in 
2014 around 00h 40m on December 23rd. New Moon 
falls on the 22nd so conditions are perfect this year 
to gather useful observations of this poorly studied 
shower.  

A good year is in prospect for meteor watchers who may be interested in concentrating on the less well 
observed showers in the calendar. There is also the possibility of strong rates in late-May from particles in a 
trail laid down by comet 209P/LINEAR. 
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There is a excellent opportunity this year to 
observe the two brightest asteroids close 
together in the sky.  4 Vesta reaches opposition 
on 15th April and 1 Ceres just two days later! 
With Vesta at mag 5.8, it might be possible to 
catch a glimpse of it with the naked-eye if you 
have a very dark and clear sky. Ceres is at mag 
7.0, despite being the larger of the two (930 ver-
sus 525 km in diameter). The reason for this is 
that Ceres is at 1.64 AU from the Earth, as 
against 1.23 AU for Vesta. Also, the albedo of 
Ceres is less than that of Vesta. 
 
From early April to late July, they are within 2° 
of each other. See the chart below for their paths 
from February to July.  
 
On the evening of 5th July the minimum separa-
tion of 10’ is reached. Ceres then lies north of 
Vesta. The only downside is that Virgo is getting 
low in the WSW after sunset. On the same eve-
ning the first quarter moon and Mars are less than 
10° below the pair. 
 
On 16th February 2 Pallas is at opposition, well 
south of the ecliptic in Hydra, just ¾° N of Upsi-
lon 1 Hydrae. It is then an easy binocular object 
at mag 7.0. 
 
12 Victoria reaches opposition on 3rd September 
at mag 9.0. It then lies 1° SE of Zeta Pegasi. It 
was discovered by the prolific English asteroid 
discoverer John R. Hind in 1850. 

Asteroids in 2014 

In mid-November 6 Hebe has a favourable 
opposition, at mag 8.1.  It also lies well away from 
the ecliptic, in northern Eridanus. On 22nd Novem-
ber it may be found less than 1° N of Delta Eridani. 
The asteroid was discovered by Karl L. Hencke in 
Germany in 1847. 
 
3 Juno is well displayed in December as it 
approaches opposition in January 2015. It reaches 
mag 8.5 at the end of the year. It then lies SE of 
the Head of Hydra. 

Left: Image of Vesta taken in August 2012 by the Dawn 
spacecraft just prior to departing for Ceres. Vesta’s 
mean diameter is 525 km. 
 
Right: Hubble Space Telescope image of Ceres. 

1 Ceres and 4 Vesta in 2014 

Chart generated using Guide 9 
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Variable Stars in 2014 
Algol 

 

Algol or β Persei is the most famous Eclipsing 
Binary star. The two components revolve around 
each other in 2.867 days. The separation is too 
small to be resolved. However, as the orbital 
plane is very near to our line of sight, eclipses oc-
cur. This happens when the large, cool and 
fainter star in the system partially eclipses the 
small, hotter and brighter star.  
 
During the primary minimum the magnitude drops 
from 2.1 to 3.4. The eclipse lasts 9 hours 38 mins. 
From being almost as bright as Mirphak or 
α Persei (mag 1.8), Algol becomes fainter than 
γ Persei (mag 2.9) or δ Persei (mag 3.0).  

 
The dates and times of well placed minima of  
Algol are given in the table below.  

Minima of Algol in 2014 

Star                          Date          Mean Magnitude Range 
                                of Max. 
 

R And         22 Jan      6.9-14.3 
S Vir          7 Mar      7.0-12.7 
T Cep          7 Apr      6.0-10.3 
U Ori         25 Mar      6.3-12.0 
ο Cet (Mira)   6 Jun      3.4- 9.3 
χ Cyg         25 Jun      5.2-13.4  
R Ser          6 Aug      6.9-13.4 
R Cnc          2 Oct      6.8—11.2 
R Leo         17 Oct      5.8-10.0 
R Lep          7 Dec      6.8– 9.6 
R Hya          8 Dec      4.5– 9.5    
R Cas         12 Dec      7.0-12.6 

brightest for many years), in 2012 it reached mag 
3.5 and in 2013 it reached mag 3.2. 
 
Chi Cygni reached mag 4.6 in 2011, 5.0 in 2012 
and mag 3.9 in 2013. At minimum it approaches 
mag 14, so is then a difficult object lost in the 
myriads of Milky Way stars. Chi Cygni, when near 
maximum in June, will be well placed this year. 
 
Of the others, the maximum of R Leporis will be 
particularly well displayed near the end of the 
year. This star is noted for its striking red colour 
(known as Hind’s Crimson Star), particularly when 
it is near minimum. 

Novae and Supernovae in 2013 
 

Two bright novae appeared in 2013. In August 
Nova Delphini appeared peaking at mag  4.3. 
In early December 2013 a bright nova appeared 
near the pointers of α and β Centauri. Nova Cen-
tauri showed a double peak, peaking first at mag 
3.7 and then peaking at mag 3.5 two weeks later. 
 
As of late December 2013 there was six superno-
vae, brighter than magnitude 13, during the year. 
The brightest (at mag 11.3) of these was 2013aa 
in NGC 5643, but it was deep in the southern 
hemisphere in Lupus. A supernova (2013ej) also 
appeared in M74 in Pisces reaching mag 12.4. 

 Date                   hrs 
 
Jan   6       1.3                 
Jan   8      22.1                 
Jan  11      19.0                 
Jan  28      23.9                 
Jan  31      20.7  
                    
Feb  20      22.5 
 
Mar  15      21.1                           
 
Aug  11      23.5 
                 
Sep   1       1.1                 
Sep   3      22.0 
Sep  21       2.8                 
Sep  23      23.6 
Sep  26      20.4              

Oct  11       4.5                 
Oct  14       1.3 
Oct  16      22.1 
                
Nov   3       3.0                 
Nov   5      23.8                 
Nov   8      20.6                 
Nov  23       4.7                 
Nov  26       1.5                 
Nov  28      22.4 
 
Dec   1      19.2                  
Dec  16       3.3                 
Dec  19       0.1                 
Dec  21      20.9                

Long Period Variables 
 

LPV’s are pulsating Red Giant stars. Their 
variation in brightness is caused by their changing 
size and temperature. They are fun to observe 
because of their extreme brightness variation. 
 
The table (at right) gives predicted dates of 
maxima for Mira, Chi Cygni and other bright LPV’s 
that are well displayed this year.  
 
Omicron Ceti (proper name Mira) is a morning 
object, when at maximum this year. In 2011 it  
reached magnitude 2.3 at maximum (the 

Only favourable minima are listed. The times are given in days 
and decimal hours (UT) and are geocentric. 

LPV Maxima in 2014 

The Date of Max. is the predicted date of maximum based on 
AAVSO data as of late 2013. The actual date of maximum of any 
particular cycle may be a little earlier or later than predicted. 

 
The Mean Magnitude Range gives the brightness range from the 
average maxima to the average minima. Individual maxima or 
minima may be brighter or fainter than their mean value. 
 
These predictions are kindly provided by Elizabeth Waagen of 
the AAVSO. 
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While it’s rare to see a nova with a small 
telescope, with just a little patience you can see 
a dwarf nova. SS Cygni is the brightest example 
of these dwarf novae.  
 
The star spends most of the time at 12th 
magnitude. Then about every couple of months or 
so it rises quickly to 8th magnitude. This outburst 
typically lasts about a week, although they may 
be shorter or longer. Also the time between 
successive outbursts can vary quite a bit. 
 
Variability of SS Cygni was discovered in 1896 by 
Louisa Wells of Harvard College Observatory, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA. 
 
Current models suggest SS Cygni consist of two 
stars orbiting very close together, so close that 
their orbital period is only a matter of hours. 
Material from the secondary star (a type G5 
dwarf) falls towards the primary star (a white 
dwarf) and forms an accretion disc around the 
white dwarf. Instabilities in the accretion disc 
cause the increase in brightness. So when in 
outburst, the light we see eminates from the 
accretion disc, not from the stars themselves! 
 
To find the field, start from the 2nd magnitude 
star Delta Cygni, go to Deneb and proceed the 
same distance in the same direction. SS Cygni lies 
½° NE from the 5th mag star 75 Cygni. 

VStar plot of visual AAVSO Data 

Featured Variable Star – SS Cygni 

When you first try SS Cygni, chances are (unless 
you are lucky) it will not be in outburst. Do not 
give up, try another night, sooner or later you 
will be rewarded with a outburst. 
 
A light curve covering an eight month period in 
2013 is given below. In it are plotted visual esti-
mates from many observers, including some from 
Ireland, who contributed to the AAVSO database. 
 
An AAVSO comparison chart is given on the next 
page. South is up. 

Artist impression of the SS Cygni system. 
The white dwarf with its accretion disc is 
at the left. 
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AAVSO Comparison Chart of SS Cyg 

The AAVSO publishes a Manual for Visual Observing of Variable 
Stars (March 2013 edition), which gives much valuable guidance 
and help on how to become a good variable star observer and 
how to submit observations. The Editor is Sara J. Beck. 
 
It’s a free PDF download at: 
http://www.aavso.org/visual-observing-manual.  

The Variable Star is shown with a marked circle. Comparison 
stars are labelled with their magnitude given to one decimal 
place, with the decimal point omitted (to prevent confusion 
with star dots). The bright star in the SW corner (labelled 51) is 
75 Cygni. 
 
(chart courtesy of AAVSO) 
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Spaceflight 2014 
by John Flannery 

The commercial and national space agency high-
lights this year include the first resupply mission 
to the ISS by the Cygnus spacecraft built by Or-
bital Sciences Corporation (mid-December 2013), 
the planned first passenger flight of Space Ship 
Two at the end of the year, the first test flight of 
the Orion vehicle by NASA, and the Rosetta 
probe's rendezvous with comet 67P/Churyumov–
Gerasimenko. 
 
Commercial flight and ISS operations 
 
The NASA partners contracted under the Commer-
cial Resupply Services (CRS) program will continue 
with their obligations by scheduling a number of 
cargo flights to the ISS during 2014. SpaceX plans 
two Dragon vehicle launches in February and April 
while Orbital Sciences will loft their Cygnus 
freighter in May. The craft of both organisations 
manoeuvre close to the ISS where they are then 
grabbed by astronauts operating the Canadarm-2 
and berthed to a docking port.  
 
Looking through the 2014 ISS resupply manifest it 
has clearly become more complex with the addi-
tion of commercial and other agency vehicles. 
Any delays to one mission can mean loss of a 
docking slot at the station, essential supplies not 
being delivered, or significant delays to on-board 
work. The European Space Agency plans to launch 
its final Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV-5, 
Georges Lemaître) in June. ESA will collaborate 
with NASA on future development of the ATV and 
look to adapt it as a Service Module mated to the 
Orion crewed capsule that NASA is constructing. 
Japan's H-II Transfer Vehicle (HTV) has one flight 
to the ISS scheduled for August this year. The 
agency may develop a cargo return module for 
the HTV, with first flight of this configuration 
planned for 2018. The workhorse for ISS resupply 
though has been the Russian Progress craft. Five 
flights are planned during 2014.   
 
Four crews (Expeditions) will rotate to the ISS 
during 2014. One of these includes the first Ital-
ian woman astronaut. The final components of 
the ISS are due to be installed and will include 
the European Robotic Arm, the Multipurpose 
Laboratory Module (Nauka), and the Uzlovoy 
docking port. The latter is also planned to be part 
of a 3rd-generation station called OPSEK that has 
been proposed by the Russians for construction  

during the 2020s. This project will create an or-
biting base to cater for crewed exploration of the 
solar system.  
 
Will 2014 be the year we see regular commercial 
trips to the edge of space for fee-paying passen-
gers with Virgin Galactic? The first flight with 
passengers of Spaceship Two is currently sched-
uled for December, with Richard Branson and 
family members on the inaugural trip. A number 
of other groups have ideas to offer space flights 
to the general public but none are as close to be-
ing ready as Branson's collaboration with designer 
Burt Rutan.  
 
NASA's return to crewed flight 
 
The US space agency currently has a contract 
with the Russian Federal Space Agency 
(Roscosmos) to supply full crew transportation 
services to the ISS until July 2017. NASA hopes to 
have their own crew transfer vehicle in operation 
by then. Meanwhile, the Orion Multipurpose Crew 
Vehicle will have its first flight test in September 
2014. This spacecraft will be able to carry be-
tween 2 and 6 astronauts on flights beyond Earth-
orbit. The test this year will be unmanned but 
will simulate return from a lunar mission by sub-
jecting the module to re-entry speeds of around 
32,000 kph. Orion will be launched on a Delta IV 
Heavy rocket but will eventually be flown mated 
to the Space Launch System which will commence 
tests in 2017.  
 
Astronomy missions 
 
The main Earth-orbit astronomical observatories 
planned for launch this year are Japan's Astro-H 
and the Russian Spekter-RG. Both will observe the 
Universe at high energies to detect and map x-ray 
sources. Japan has high hopes for better success 
with its second asteroid mission Hayabusa-2 
which is slated for launch in July. The spacecraft 
will rendezvous with asteroid (162173) 1999 JU3 
in 2018 where it will spend a year orbiting the 
body. Samples of the asteroid will be collected 
and returned to Earth. The mission profile is simi-
lar to that of the original Hayabusa probe which 
was launched in 2003 but suffered a number of 
problems.  

(Continued on page 26) 
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More Tales of the Unexpected 
by James O’Connor 

Last year’s Sky-High featured an article of mine en-
titled “Tales of the Unexpected”, in which I de-
scribed some events associated with my observa-
tions of the heavens down through the years that 
involved some element of the unexpected.  I now 
contribute some more:  
 
“Discovery” of Jupiter’s Red Spot (1955 February 
19): It was bitterly cold that February night as I 
tried out my newly constructed 6-inch reflecting 
telescope on the planet Jupiter; I could feel the 
heat being sapped from my fingers every time that I 
handled the eyepieces.  However, there was recom-
pense to come; it lay in my coming upon the 
planet’s Great Red Spot for the first time.   
 
The availability of information on scientific subjects 
has expanded beyond recognition since those 
times – although, unfortunately, general awareness 
about the basic facts of astronomy seems not to 
have improved correspondingly.  At any rate, my 
only information on the Red Spot at that time was 
that contained in a short note in the reference ma-
terial appended to Norton’s Star Atlas.  This merely 
stated that the object had been observed in the 
19th and the early part of the 20th century.  I did 
not know whether the Spot still existed and had 
only a vague idea of what it might look like. 
 
But as I observed the planet that evening I became 
aware of something quite different from the alter-
nate dark and bright belts that are such a character-
istic feature of the planet.  It took the form of a 
large orange-coloured oval spot located between 
the South Equatorial Belt and the South Temperate 
Belt. I soon realised that I had come across the 
Great Red Spot mentioned by Norton. To be sure, it 
wasn’t a discovery in the normal sense but nonethe-
less I had come upon something that I hadn’t sought 
out and that I didn’t know was still in existence.  
The event pleased me mightily.   
 
The planet had almost completed another orbit of 
the sun when I made the drawing reproduced (at 
right), using a larger instrument. 
 
The spot was quite large in 1955. Since then, it has 
changed quite a bit as regards size and readiness of 
visibility and is currently only about half the size it 
was in 1955. The intensity of its orange colour also 
varies.  It is amazingly persistent for a purely at-
mospheric phenomenon and its drifts in longitude 
have been relatively small. 

The net drift has been towards increasing longitude 
but there have been reversals.  Most of the east-
ward drift has been since 1995.  In 1955, it was lo-
cated in System II longitude 295°; at the time of 
writing (2013) it is situated in longitude 188°, hav-
ing passed through 0° on the way. 
 
The “Kilrea” or “Bovedy” meteorite (1969 April 
25): I was digging my garden at Dublin that Satur-
day evening and seeking to get through as much 
work as possible before darkness closed in.  Sunset 
was at 19:44 and so it was beginning to get dusk 
when at about 20:20 I heard a series of rumbles re-
sembling distant thunder.  They came from a 
southeasterly or easterly direction.  They puzzled 
me, as the weather conditions did not indicate any 
threat of thunder.  I looked in the direction from 
which the sounds came but there was a good deal 
of cloud in the sky and I saw nothing.   
 
I learned the source of the phenomenon the fol-
lowing day.  The sounds were “super-sonic booms” 
coming from a large meteorite that passed in a 
north-westerly direction over Wales, the Irish Sea 
and Northern Ireland before ending in the Atlantic 
about 15 miles north of the Irish coast.  Some Soci-
ety members witnessed its passage over the Irish 
Sea; it was, they said “very bright” despite the 
fact that there was still a lot of light in the sky.  
The Belfast Centre of the Society led a search for 
fragments and some were found.  The largest, 
weighing 6-kg, was picked up in a meadow in the 
townland of Bovedy, near the village of Kilrea, Co 
Derry.  The meteorite was of the chondritic or 
stony variety.    

  Jupiter 1966 Dec. 10d 23h 30m 
  (25-cm refl. X350). The Red Spot is above centre.   
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Nova Cygni (1975 August 29):  Observing condi-
tions were superb that Friday evening.  I had 
gone with my family to spend the weekend in a 
rural area of Co. Waterford.  I had no optical in-
struments with me but at about 22h I went out-
side to enjoy the splendour of the moonless night 
sky.  The Milky Way arched overhead and there, 
in one of its brightest parts, the constellation 
Cygnus, shone an extra star of the 2nd magni-
tude.  It was the only nova that I found without 
prior information.   It turned out to be the bright-
est nova to appear north of the equator during 
the 20th century. 

This would give the comet a 130-year period and 
mean that it wouldn’t be due back until the 
autumn of 1992.  I was impressed by the case 
that Marsden made in support of his theory and 
mentioned the possibility of the comet’s return 
when writing the Sky Notes for the August 1992 
number of our Society magazine, Orbit. 

Nova Cygni 1975 (Photo: Lick Observatory) 

It soon became evident to astronomers that Nova 
Cygni was quite exceptional. It had a very high, 
perhaps even unique, magnitude range. 
Examination of pre-outburst images failed to find 
any images of the progenitor star. This means 
that the range of the nova must be at least 19 
magnitudes, corresponding to a brightness 
increase of at least 40 million times. This is the 
greatest range ever observed for a nova, 
exceeding even that of Nova Puppis 1942, which 
had an 18-magnitude range. 
 
The “tufts” of Comet P/Swift-Tuttle (1992): 
This comet is the progenitor of the Perseid 
meteor shower, which is one of the strongest and 
most reliable in the sky and which turns up 
reliably every August.  The meteors derive from 
particles that have broken off from the comet at 
some stage in the past and, continuing in orbits 
about the sun, eventually encounter Earth. 
 
When first seen in 1862, the comet was deemed 
to have a period of 120 years and so should have 
appeared again about 1982.   It didn’t do so and 
some astronomers considered it lost.  However, 
the late Brian Marsden of the Harvard 
Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics didn’t accept 
this.  He took up an earlier suggestion that the 
1862 comet could be identified with a comet 
observed in China by a Jesuit missionary, Ignatius 
Kegler, in 1732.   

Comet P/ Swift-Tuttle 1992 Dec. 4d 18h 
 (Drawing: 25-cm refl. x190) 

The comet duly turned up. It was found by a 
Japanese comet hunter, Tsuruhiko Kiuchi, on 
1992 September 26 as a 10th magnitude object in 
Ursa Major.  I got my first view of it on October 
14 and followed it until December 5.  Although it 
never brightened beyond 6th magnitude, it 
astonished me by displaying a feature that I had 
in no way anticipated.  This consisted of 
spectacular displays of jets and plumes 
emanating every which way from the nucleus.  
They never looked the same on successive 
evenings.  The variations were, apparently, linked 
to the comet’s 2.8-day rotation period. 
 
The jets consisted of particles of dust that 
emerged from the nucleus under the influence of 
heat from the sun, heat that caused the ices 
holding them in place to sublime away.  This kind 
of thing happens on all comets that come near 
the sun but its scale on P/Comet Swift-Tuttle was 
wholly exceptional.  The emission of so much 
material produces effects that cause the comet 
to deviate from the course that it would 
otherwise follow.  It was those effects that 
contributed to the ambiguity about the rotation 
period.  
 
That is not quite the end of the story.  The comet 
is due to make its next return in July 2126 
followed by another in August 2261.  (I have not 
come across the reason for the lengthened period 
of 135 years.)    
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P/Swift-Tuttle is the only known large object 
whose orbit intersects that of Earth.  Marsden ini-
tially thought that, given the comet’s liability to 
unpredictable non-gravitational forces, there was a 
slight chance of its striking Earth at one or other of 
these returns.  However, studies of its orbit during 
the 1992 return enabled astronomers to identify 
earlier sightings as far back as 188 AD and possibly 
69 BC. These gave a better picture of the orbit’s 
long-term stability and prompted Marsden to con-
clude in IAU Circular 5671 that “There is very little 
possibility of the comet’s collision with the Earth 
during the next millennium.”  So, you can breathe 
more freely again!  
 
A glimpse of space activity (2002 May 11): The 
chances against this sighting must be truly astro-
nomical.  That year, there was a close conjunction 
of Venus and Mars on May 10 but the event was 
clouded out.  In the afternoon of the following day 
I was tempted by a clear sky to try to observe the 
planets which would still be fairly close to each 
other. Venus, being 150 times brighter than its 
brother planet was, naturally, the initial target.  At 
13:12, as I was sweeping for it with my 30-cm tele-
scope I suddenly became aware of something in the 
telescope’s field of view that wasn’t a planet or 
star or anything of that nature.  It looked exactly 
like a spacecraft and so, presumably, that is just 
what it was.  I saw that it was venting fuel into 
space.  I could hold it for no more than a few sec-
onds before it disappeared out of view.  I have no 
idea what spacecraft it might have been. 
 
For the record, I found Venus easily that day but I 
could not locate the much smaller and fainter Mars 
in the daytime sky.      
 
The moon in my crosswires (2005 July 19): 
Finally I have an item which, though it has only a 
tenuous link with astronomy, scores highly with re-
gard to rarity and unexpectedness. On the evening 
in question, in the gathering dusk, at 20:40, I was 
driving my motorcycle along the stretch of the Stil-
lorgan Road, Dublin between Mount Merrion Ave-
nue and Trees Road when I took note of the almost 
full moon low down and almost directly ahead.  
But it was not like any full moon that I had ever 
seen before: it carried a black cross!  
 
There were two heavy black lines across the disc.  
They were of about equal width, one vertical and 
the other horizontal.  The vertical one was about 
central, while the horizontal one was above cen-
tre.  The aspect remained unchanged for perhaps 
twenty seconds as I drove along and then, as the 
road changed a little in direction, the vertical line 
moved away to one side. 

This behaviour exposed it as the silhouette of a 
distant lamp standard.  The horizontal line per-
sisted and, when the enforced stop at the Trees 
Road traffic lights allowed a more detailed exami-
nation, I was able to identify it as a very distant 
laminar cloud.  What an extraordinary coincidence 
of four objects: (1) myself, (2) a lamppost at dis-
tance of perhaps a quarter of a mile, (3) a cloud 
(and one of a special type) at a distance of perhaps 
50 miles and (4) the moon at a distance of a quar-
ter of a million miles!  I don’t expect to witness an 
encore! 

NASA’s LADEE probe entered lunar orbit in October 
2013. Its mission is to detect and characterise the 
(extremely) tenuous lunar atmosphere. 
 
Mars Science Laboratory (also known as 
Curiosity) continued its journey across the Martian 
Landscape. In over a year it has ventured 3 km 
from its landing spot on its journey to Aoelis Mons. 
 
The Voyager 1 probe is now believed to have 
passed through the boundary between the solar 
system (heliosphere) and interstellar space. At the 
end of 2013 it was 18.9 billion km (126 AU) from 
Earth. 
 
In 2013 the results of the ESA’s Planck mission  
were published. The mission mapped to high preci-
sion the Cosmic Background Radiation in the micro-
wave region of the spectrum. These gave clues 
about the conditions after the Big Bang. 
 
ESA’s Gaia mission was launched in December 
2013. It will measure the position and motion of a 
billion stars to extreme accuracy. 
 
After a gap of 37 years, a probe has soft landed on 
the moon! On 14th December 2013 the Chinese 
Chang’e 3 craft landed in the northern part of the 
Mare Imbrium. What is more, it deposited a rover 
Yutu onto the lunar surface. Below is an image of 
the rover from the mother craft. 

Some Space Highlights from 2013 
by J.O’Neill 
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61 Cygni and all that 
 by Liam Smyth 

George I who thought it smacked too much of 
popery. 
 
Among the great names of astronomy during the 
early years of The Royal Society are such as 
Newton, Halley and Flamsteed. To most amateur 
astronomers Newton is associated with 
Gravitation and the reflecting telescope. Halley is 
celebrated every time his, or indeed any comet 
comes around and Flamsteed is noted almost 
every night when we encounter a star from his 
catalogue. We might all remember he was the 
first Astronomer Royal at Greenwich. I'm sure I'm 
not the only one who did not know he was a 
client of one Valentine Greatrackes. 
 
It might not be fair to say Flamsteed was a 
hypochondriac, but he spent a lot of time being 
out of sorts from one affliction or another. Yet 
he lived to age 73, not bad for a lifetime bridging 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In 
1665 his "constitutional delicacy" being such as 
had not yielded to the treatments of regular 
physicians, Flamsteed's father despatched him to 
Ireland to seek the help of Greatrackes. On the 
crossing he narrowly escaped shipwreck on 
Lambay Island, but did arrive and was able to set 
out from Dublin on September 6th. On September 
11th he was one of many patients who presented 
themselves to Greatrackes whom Flamsteed 
describes as having " a kind of majestical though 
affable presence, and a composed carriage". 
After the third touching in three days no benefit 
accrued and Flamsteed left for home. Mr. 
Greatrackes refused any payment, decent man.
Flamsteed went on to become Astronomer Royal 
and to produce his "British Catalogue of Stars".  

Those of us who saw, read, or with varying 
degrees of willingness were dragged through 
Shakespeare's "Henry IV" will recall a scene 
outside the royal palace. It goes somewhat like 
this. Two gentlemen are noticing the line of 
visibly stricken people patiently waiting. They are 
seeking the King's intervention to touch them and 
thus cure them of their ailment known as "The 
King's Evil", now known as "scrofula". It was 
believed in England and France at the time that 
the king had this divinely gifted power. 
Shakespeare was mindful to make the political 
point through the mouth of one of the watching 
gentlemen that the power was passed only 
through the legitimate succession to the throne 
and the gentleman observes that this power is 
manifest "in this good King".  
 
We fast forward now a few centuries to another 
King, whether good or not is perhaps debatable. 
Erasmus described Sir Thomas More as "a man for 
all seasons". Perhaps the same could be applied 
to Charles II even if the portrait is in more lurid 
colours. As well as enjoying a good party Charles 
was a sportsman. He was so attached to his 
favourite horse, Old Rowley, that Charles himself 
became known by that name in less respectful 
circles. The Rowley Mile at Newmarket 
racecourse preserves the name. Although a 
covert Catholic  he was committed to toleration 
in matters religious. And in 1660 he was 
instrumental in supporting and giving royal 
approval to the founders of The Royal Society. It 
was through them that the King apparently met 
the Irish quack or healer Valentine Greatrackes. 
 
Greatrackes was quite a celebrated healer. He 
was already well respected in Ireland before he 
went to London. Among his supporters was no less 
than Sir Robert Boyle. I doubt if Boyle believed 
all Greatrackes' claims but in the spirit of the 
time would feel it only right that the healer 
should have the chance to prove himself. One of 
the claims was the ability to cure The King's Evil 
by touch. 
 
Greatrackes had served in Cromwell's army and 
must have had little regard for kings of any ilk so 
he would dearly have loved to have had his claim 
upheld. He failed the test with the King and most 
of the scientific savants. I don't know if Charles 
practiced his divinely bestowed powers. But the 
first British monarch to give up the claim was  John Flamsteed (Derby Museums) 
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He affixed numbers to the included stars in order 
of Right Ascension in each constellation. Most of 
the brighter stars are known to us by their proper 
names, mainly Arabic, or for all but the brightest 
by Greek letters assigned by Bayer. After that we 
are down to Flamsteed numbers but few of us 
could recognise more than a very few of them. 
Most would refer to popular double stars such as 
70 Ophiuchi, 52 Orionis, 44 Bootis and perhaps 
because of its close proximity to M5  from 
Messier's list of clusters and nebulae the triple 
star 5 Serpentis might stick in our memory. But 
the one we all know even if we've never seen it is 
61 Cygni. 
 
We all know of 61 Cygni because it is the first 
star to have had its distance successfully 
measured. Archimedes boasted that he could lift 
the world if he could get a long enough lever and 
a place to stand on. Similarly one can measure 
the distance of anything if one can view it from 
each end of a baseline that is long enough. For 
everyday use the few inches that separates our 
eyes is long enough and our brains can make a 
pretty good estimate of the size of a room or the 
width of a street. For astronomical measurements 
we need something better. Over two thousand 
years ago Eratosthenes used the distance from 
Alexandria to Syene (near the present Aswan 
Dam) a distance of about five hundred miles to 
measure the size of the Earth. He found it to be 
about eight thousand miles. Aristarchus used this 
value to estimate the size and distance of the 
Moon. He was able to do this from a close 
examination of the shadows cast by the Earth and 
Moon in lunar and solar eclipses. The value 
derived was about 240,000 miles, amazingly good 
for the time. They tried to extend their methods 
to finding the distance of the Sun. At that time 
sufficiently accurate methods of measurement 
were not available and their best estimate was 
about five million miles.  
 
The first really good measure of the Sun's 
distance from Earth, the Astronomical Unit (A.U.) 
was not obtained until 1672 when Cassini 
obtained a value of about 86 million miles. The 
measure was not made directly of the Sun but of 
Mars at a favourable approach to Earth. He made 
his observation at Paris while his colleague Jean 
Richer observed from ten thousand kilometres 
away at Cayenne in South America. Following  
Kepler's Laws, a scale model of the Solar System 
could be built based on observations and the 
problem was to discover the actual scale. 
Cassini's result could be used to determine the 
sizes of all the planetary orbits. Astronomers now  

had a new known baseline for measuring 
distances, the major axis of the Earth's orbit. 
 
Cassini's value was bettered in subsequent 
investigations. Halley had suggested that transits 
of Venus could be used to determine the scale of 
the Solar System. Long after he died astronomers 
used the transits of 1761 and 1769, especially the 
latter, to good effect. The results were not fully 
reduced until 1824 by Enche who came up with a 
value of ninety five million miles. Although it has 
been further refined since then, notably using the 
minor planet Eros where Cassini had used Mars, 
presumably Enche's value was that availed of by 
Bessel. 
 
Although the size of the Earth's orbit was not 
known as precisely as nowadays it was near 
enough for the practical purpose of reducing any 
observed stellar parallax to a measured distance. 
Besides, it was the longest baseline they were 
going to get. As observed from either end of this 
baseline a relatively near star would shift in 
position against the background of much more 
distant stars. The shift is measured in angular 
displacement on the celestial sphere. Where 
there is a measurable shift, half the total 
movement is called the parallax of that star. No 
known star has a parallax as large as one 
arcsecond which is the angle subtended by a one 
euro coin at about three miles.  
 
For the purpose of measuring parallax the size of 
the Earth's orbit doesn't really matter. If a star 
shifts annually against the more distant 
background, what is measured is an angle, not a 
distance. If a star has a parallax of one arcsecond 
it is said to be at a distance of one parsec. If it 
has a parallax of half a second , i.e. smaller, it is 
said to be at a distance of two parsecs i.e. 
further away. The distance in parsecs is the 
inverse of the parallax in arcseconds. The size of 
the baseline, Earth's orbit, only matters when the 
parallax is trigonometrically reduced to distance 
in terms of that baseline whether in miles, 
kilometres or the time it takes light to traverse 
it. It takes light about eight minutes to cover the 
distance from the Earth to the Sun, but star 
distances are quoted in light years. The nearest 
star has a parallax of close to 0.8 arcseconds 
which translates into about 1.2 parsecs or just 
over four light years. If astronomers had evolved 
on Mars precisely like those on Earth, their light-
year would be longer but their parsec would be 
shorter. 

(Continued on page 26) 
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The “Nocturnal Glows” of early July 1908  
by Patricia Carroll 

On 15th February 2013 at 03:20 UT (09:20 local 
time) a fireball sped across the sky, exploded and 
crashed near the city of Chelyabinsk in Russia. Due 
to the Internet and the fondness of Russian drivers 
for dashboard cameras, images and sounds of this 
event were broadcast across the Earth within 
minutes. Just over a century earlier a similar but 
much bigger event occurred over Tunguska in 
remote Siberia. This happened on Tuesday, 30th 
June 1908 at 00:14 UT (07:14 local time). The 
explosion also threw material into the Earth’s 
atmosphere. However Tunguska was sparsely 
populated with less than a few thousand people 
within 1000 km of the epicentre. News of this 
event trickled out very slowly. The area was not 
visited by scientists (all Russian) until the 1920s. 
Anomalous seismic and pressure waves were 
detected at various stations in Europe at the time 
but were not attributed to a meteorite fall. In 
hindsight the most obvious manifestations of the 
Tunguska event in Europe were the “nocturnal 
glows”. These too were not linked to the fireball 
explosion until much later. No photographs of 
these glows seem to have survived. Maybe no 
photographs were taken as the equipment of the 
time might not have been sensitive enough to 
record them. However reports appeared in the 
national press in Britain and Ireland almost 
immediately. Scientific journals did not mention 
the phenomenon until later in the month of July. 
 
In early summer 1908 Britain and Ireland had been 
undergoing a period of exceptionally fine weather, 
with clear skies by day and  night and maximum 
temperatures in the 80s Fahrenheit (high 20s 
Celsius). On Thursday, 2nd July 1908 Katharine 
Stephan of Godmanchester, Huntingdon, who 
referred to herself as a regular sky observer, wrote 
a letter to The Times in which she described “the 
strange light in the sky”. This was in the north-east 
and was observed by her between midnight and 
12:15 a.m. local time. She mentioned “a bright 
flame-colour like sunrise or sunset” with a blue 
“daytime sky immediately above”. She was able to 
read large print indoors (presumably without 
artificial light) and likened it to Norway in 
midsummer. Also on 2nd July, The Daily Express 
commented on the “midnight sun” phenomenon 
appearing 2 nights in succession (30th June/1st 
July and 1st/2nd July) with the northern horizon 
“brilliantly illuminated between 12 and 1 o’clock”.  

On Friday 3rd July there were many more reports. 
In fact, the same report often appeared verbatim 
in several newspapers, without reference to a 
source. So it appears plagiarism wasn’t viewed so 
negatively in those days.  In particular, a report 
from Berlin referring to “shining clouds with sharp 
outlines” appeared in The Daily Mirror, The 
Freeman’s Journal and The Irish Times. The 
Freeman’s Journal mentioned that in Dublin “night 
brought no darkness, sunset appearing to merge 
into dawn”. The Irish Times reported a pink/yellow 
“sultry looking glow” on the north-west horizon 
around midnight for the previous few nights while 
the “strength of the illumination had been 
remarkable”. The Manchester Guardian stated that 
the glows had been visible over the whole of north-
western Europe. For The Daily Express the 
“midnight sun” was now “the subject of universal 
discussion” with “the sky light and blue as if dawn 
were breaking with pinkish clouds”. There was also 
mention of garden parties until 3 a.m. and people 
bathing in the sea. The author commented that it 
was “demoralising to business” as people who had 
stayed up were “not quite up to form in the heat 
of midday”.  
 
The scientific publications also discussed the 
“glows” later on in July. Reports from Nature 
mentioned that from Prague they were calculated 
to extend 30° above the northern horizon; from 
Britain this was up to an altitude of 45°. They also 
discussed the possible causes of the phenomenon. 
But the best analysis I could find was a summary in 
The Times dated Saturday 4th July. No author is 
given but it was clearly written by someone with a 
scientific background. Other papers and journals 
also made less comprehensive attempts at 
explanation. The aurora is discounted as a likely 
cause. “Disturbances in the sun’s prominences” 
had been observed and the colour was consistent 
with an aurora. However although a magnetic 
disturbance had been detected on Earth on the 
Tuesday night (30th June), this was not the case on 
the Wednesday (1st July). Instead it was deemed 
to be a “reflected twilight glow” which was 
vertically above the sun and moved with it due to 
a “temporary condition of the atmosphere” making 
twilight much brighter. Comparisons here, as in 
other publications, were made to the Krakatoa 
explosion of August 1883 and the resulting 
spectacular twilights, still in living memory at the 
time.  
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Rendezvous 
 
India's first Mars mission Mangalyaan was launched 
in November 2013 and the spacecraft is due to 
reach the Red Planet in November 2014. Billed as a 
technology demonstrator to gain experience in 
managing and developing interplanetary missions, 
the probe does carry experiments to analyse the 
Martian atmosphere and a colour camera to image 
the surface.  
 
NASA's Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN 
(MAVEN) was launched in November 2013 and 
should reach Mars in September 2014. The main ob-
jectives are to study the atmosphere of the planet 
and determine why it is significantly less dense 
than the thicker atmosphere Mars is suspected to 
have had in the past. 
 
Probably the most exciting mission for space en-
thusiasts though is the rendezvous of ESA's Rosetta 
probe with comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko in 
January following a nine year trip that included 
three flybys of Earth and two of asteroids (2867 
Šteins and 21 Lutetia). Over a period of a few 
months the craft will approach the comet and will 
go into orbit around the nucleus in May 2014. Ro-
setta will then perform detailed mapping of the 
surface with the primary goal being selection of a 
site for the Philae lander which will use two har-
poons to anchor itself to the comet's nucleus. 
There, Philae will start its science mission while 
Rosetta itself will remain on station, accompanying 
the comet as it rounds the Sun. The mission itself 
has a nominal completion date of December 2015.  
 
Our review has just covered the main highlights of 
the year but many other missions and lower-key 
flights are planned during 2014. In addition, a num-
ber of probes arrayed across the solar system con-
tinue to return stunning images and data that will 
keep scientists busy for years.  
 
An excellent overview of all that is happening in 
space exploration can be found on the Planetary 
Society web site http://www.planetary.org/ and 
Spaceflight Now at http://spaceflightnow.com/    

61 Cygni and all that (continued) 

The colour was similar and the fact that it lasted 
well after sunset meant, according to the author, 
that the particles were high in the atmosphere and 
therefore very fine. However no recent volcanic 
outburst was known of and the author commented: 
“It is possible that dust may have reached us ... 
from some unreported eruption in some little-
known region of the world”. He (or maybe it was a 
she) was almost correct, but would have been 
amazed to know the true cause of the “nocturnal 
glows”.  

With the ongoing refinement in astronomical 
measuring techniques during the latter part of the 
eighteenth century it was felt that it would not be 
too long before a stellar parallax would be 
measured. One reason for this was that if the stars 
were suns, by comparing their apparent brightness 
with that of the Sun we could estimate a likely 
distance for those which might be relatively near 
to us. Two criteria might indicate the distance of a 
star, its brightness and its proper motion. If its 
parallax was not too much less than half a second 
or so it should be measurable. Many  astronomers 
engaged in the pursuit. Among these was Brinkley 
at Dunsink. He used the famous eigth-foot 
Ramsden circle in his efforts. He had originally 
ordered a ten-foot circle but Ramsden found it too 
difficult and opted for a nine-foot.  This also 
proved beyond the available technigue and 
eventually twenty-three years after the original 
order, the eight-foot was delivered in 1808. 
Brinkley hovered on the edge of success. Would he 
have succeeded with a ten-foot circle? We cannot 
know. His involvement with astronomy ceased 
when he became Bishop of Cloyne in 1826. The 
beautiful Ramsden Circle which many of us 
remember seeing on the wall of the Meridian Room 
was stolen in 1981 from its temporary storage after 
the Meridian Room was very badly damaged in the 
fire of 1977. 

The inevitable came to pass in 1840. Bessel at 
Konigsberg published the results of his work on 61 
Cygni. At last there was a parallax measure which 
was universally accepted as fully credible. As so 
often happens other successes quickly followed.
Only a few months after Bessel, Henderson got a 
parallax for Alpha Centauri and in the same year 
Struve measured the parallax of Vega. Even today 
direct measurements of stellar distances are very 
difficult the limit being about two hundred 
parsecs. This is a mere fleabite on the  

cosmological scale but within that range sufficient 
can be gleaned to enable astronomers to 
extrapolate theoretically all the way to the cosmic 
horizon. 

Spaceflight (continued) 
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You are invited to join the IAS 
 

 Name        _____________________________________  
 
 Telephone _____________________________________   
  
 Address      _____________________________________ 
        
                 _____________________________________ 
 
                 _____________________________________  
 
 E-mail       _____________________________________ 
 
 How did you hear about Sky-High and/or the IAS ?         
 

                _____________________________________ 
 

The Irish Astronomical  Society 
c/o 146 Santry Close 

Santry, Dublin 9, Ireland. 
 
 
 

 Current membership rates: Full . . €30   Concession . . €20   
                                           Family . . €40 
 

 Please sent remittances to The Treasurer at the above  
 address.      
 

 See http://www.irishastrosoc.org and follow the link to 
 the Membership Tab for more details. 
 
 
 
         Please photocopy this form                                (Sky-High 2014)     

                  Useful Web Sites 
 
General 
 
Sky-High includes update 
  http://www.irishastrosoc.org/skyhigh/skyhigh.htm 
   
IAS (with details of meetings and events): 
  http://www.irishastrosoc.org 
 
IFAS Forum 
  http://www.irishastronomy.org 
 
British Astronomical Association: 
  http://britastro.org 
 
DIAS (with details of public nights at Dunsink Obs.) 
 http://www.dias.ie 
 
Guide 9 
  http://www.projectpluto.com 
 
Variable Star Nights (J. O’Neill’s website): 
  http://www.variablestarnights.net 
 
Variable Stars  
 
AAVSO: 
  http://www.aavso.org 
 
AAVSO Variable Star Plotter: 
  http://www.aavso.org/vsp 
 
BAA V.S.S.:  
  http://www.britastro.org/vss 
 
Citizen Sky: 
  http://www.aavso.org/citizensky 
 
Comets 
 
BAA/SPA Comet Section:  
  http://www.ast.cam.ac.uk/~jds/ 
 
Meteors 
 
IMO: 
  http://www.imo.net/ 
 
Eclipses 
 
NASA Eclipse site (F. Espenak):  
  http://eclipse.gsfc.nasa.gov/eclipse.html 
 
Irish Star Parties 
 
Galway Astronomy Festival: 
   http://galwayastronomyclub.ie/ 
 
Cosmos: 
   http://www.tullamoreastronomy.com/ 

Sky-High 2014 availability: 
 
 

1. By post to “Sky-High 2014”, c/o 146 Santry Close, Santry, 
    Dublin 9. Please add €1 to the cover price of €5 for p & p. 
 

2. At meetings in the early part of the year, at €5. 
 
 

Please note that IAS members get a free printed copy posted to 
them. 
 

 

207 pages with illustrations and 
appendices. Priced at €10. 
 
Available (for order) at meetings. 
Also available by post directly 
from James, at: 
 
90 Acorn Road 
Dundrum 
Dublin 16 
 
(Phone 01-2980181). 
 
Please add €2 to the €10 book 
cost to cover p & p. 

Irish Astronomical Society 
 – A History 

by James O’Connor 
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Front Cover: Dunsink Observatory, Co Dublin 
with the Dome which houses the South 
Telescope (a 30 cm refractor) in the foreground. 
Photo by John Flannery. 
 
1: Comet ISON 2012 S1. 2013 November 4. 120 
mm refractor (Skywatcher) with a CCD camera 
(Starlight Xpress H16). Image by John Dolan. 
 
2: Comet PanSTARRS 2011 L4 near the 
Andromeda Galaxy M31. 2013 April 3 at 20.50 
UT. DSLR image on a 60 mm refractor. 3 min 
equivalent exposure at ISO 400. By John O’Neill.  
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